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Key Takeaways
Biased Models Are Bad For Businesses
Most harmful discrimination is unintentional, but 
that won’t stop regulators from imposing fines 
or values-based consumers from taking their 
business elsewhere.

Data Determines Discrimination
CI pros must defend against algorithmic or 
human bias seeping into their models while 
cultivating the helpful bias these models identify 
to differentiate between customers.

Ensure Your Models Are FAIR
CI pros should strive to create models that are 
fundamentally sound, assessable, inclusive, and 
reversible to protect against harmful bias.

Why Read This Report
While the potential existential threat of artificial 
intelligence is well publicized, the threat of biased 
machine learning models is much more immediate. 
Customer insights (CI) pros must learn how to 
identify and prevent harmful discrimination in their 
models, or businesses will suffer reputational, 
regulatory, and revenue consequences.
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Biased Models Harm Your Customers, Your Brand, And Your Business

The road to hell is paved with good intentions. Just ask google. The company was a pioneer in image 
analytics, training a deep neural network to automatically classify users’ images in google Photo. Its 
model was quite impressive, recognizing a variety of objects like cars and skyscrapers. Then in June 
2015, a black Haitian-American programmer in Brooklyn uploaded images of himself and a friend to 
google Photo and the model labeled them as “gorillas.”1 google had not intended to create a racist 
model, but that doesn’t matter — unintentional racism is still racism. And it’s not just unintentional 
racism that can seep into models. By their very nature, machine learning algorithms can learn to 
discriminate based on gender, age, sexual orientation, or any other perceived differences between 
groups of people. CI pros leading data science teams who unintentionally create biased models risk:

 › Reputational damage to their brand equity. Companies that develop and deploy models that 
make harmful discriminatory decisions will inevitably face public backlash, leading to erosion of 
brand equity.2 Amazon learned this when it rolled out Amazon Prime same-day delivery to certain 
ZIP codes in 27 US cities in 2015. A Bloomberg report found that in many of these cities, such as 
New York and Chicago, predominantly black ZIP codes were excluded from the service.3 Amazon 
claimed that the decision was not based on demographics, but the headlines told a different story 
and the brand suffered from a torrent of negative press.

 › Regulatory fines and legal action. Models with harmful bias may also result in regulatory fines 
and lawsuits for companies that don’t take this risk seriously. Firms operating in Europe are well 
aware of the general Data Protection Regulation (gDPR), which states in section 9: “Processing 
of personal data revealing racial or ethnic origin, political opinions, religious or philosophical 
beliefs, or . . . data concerning a natural person’s sex life or sexual orientation shall be prohibited.”4 
A transgression could cost your business up to 4% of annual global revenue. In the US, the 
Consumer Financial Protection Bureau has already fined financial institutions over $300 million for 
discriminatory lending practices: charging minorities higher rates for loans.5

 › Revenue impact as values-driven customers go elsewhere. Many of today’s increasingly 
empowered customers consider company values when making a purchasing decision. Forrester 
questioned our ConsumerVoices Market Research Online Community and found that the majority 
of consumers would change their purchasing behavior if they discovered discrimination based on 
biased models. As one 27-year-old female consumer said: “I would definitely stop doing business 
with any company altogether if I found out that they discriminate against anyone! . . . If a business 
puts their product out in the public, they should be ready to cater to anyone interested and not 
deny them based on certain demographics!”6
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Data Determines Discrimination

Here is a crash course on model-making with machine learning: data + algorithm = model. Machine 
learning models are therefore only as good as the data you use to train them. “Bias in, bias out” is 
just as true as the well-worn adage “garbage in, garbage out.” An algorithm that is fed objectionable 
data will produce an objectionable model. For example, when google trained a neural network using 
3 million words from google News, it identified strong relationships between words such as “man is to 
king as woman is to queen.” However, it also picked up on sexist word relationships such as “man is to 
computer programmer as woman is to homemaker.”7

Bias can be helpful, identifying important differences between customers that CI pros can use to 
drive customer acquisition, retention, and loyalty. Bias can also be quite harmful, blocking customers 
from accessing your products and services. Algorithms learn different types of bias in insidiously 
imperceptible ways (see Figure 1). CI pros should be aware of three types of learned bias in models:

 › Algorithmic bias due to incomplete training data. When the training data used to teach a 
machine learning algorithm to perform its function does not accurately reflect the population the 
model will treat, the result is algorithmic bias. The term “algorithmic bias” is a misnomer because 
algorithms are inherently neutral — it is incomplete training data that creates biased models. The 
company FaceApp provides an example of algorithmic bias similar to the google Photo example. 
It offers filters, like Snapchat, that alter a user’s photos to appear younger, older, or of the opposite 
sex. Its “hot” filter was supposed to make photos seem more attractive, but instead it lightened the 
skin of dark-skinned users. When FaceApp created the “hot” filter, it didn’t use a diverse enough 
set of images and the result was a racist app.8

 › Historical bias perpetuated by redundant encoding. Another type of harmful bias occurs when a 
model uses a proxy for race, age, or another unethical discriminator to perpetuate historical bias or 
inequity in the training data. “Redundant encoding” occurs when a model includes one variable that 
is a proxy for another variable that should not be included. A classic example of this occurs when a 
lending decision should not consider gender, yet a bank asks if applicants are single parents. Since 
82% of single parents in the US are female, the resulting model is actually using gender to make its 
decision.9 Preventing this type of bias can be almost impossible. Solon Barocas, assistant professor 
of information science at Cornell University and author of “Big Data’s Disparate Impact,” states: “With 
multidimensional datasets it’s almost certain your gender or race will be redundantly encoded.”10

 › Real and exploitable differences between people. Not all types of bias are harmful. In fact, 
CI pros are trying to teach models to discriminate between people, just not in a damaging way. 
Real and exploitable biases are the differences in preferences, behaviors, and propensities that 
algorithms pick up on to create models that drive differentiated experiences. Facebook’s Lookalike 
Audiences provides a good example. It allows businesses to upload a list of their best customers; 
then Facebook targets users with similar attributes with ads for those brands. Ideally, this means 
that prospects who are more likely to convert will see your ads and others will not. So the model is 
discriminating between groups of people, but ostensibly not in a harmful way.11
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FIGURE 1 Customer Insights Pros Need To Distinguish Between The Three Types Of Learned Bias
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Code The Change You Want To See In The World

CI pros need to act as a company’s first line of defense when it comes to preventing harmful bias 
in models. Due to challenges like redundant encoding, their task is not as straightforward as simply 
excluding sensitive attributes like race, gender, age, and sexual orientation from their training data. 
Even though most CI pros are not experts in business ethics, they can take a series of practical 
steps during the model-building and evaluation process to ensure their models aren’t unintentionally 
discriminatory. Follow Forrester’s framework for ensuring your models are FAIR (see Figure 2):

 › Fundamentally sound. To prevent algorithmic bias in models, you need to adhere to fundamental 
principles of data mining by ensuring that your training data is representative of the population on 
which you plan to use the model. For example, CI pros building a facial recognition model for the 
general population of the US should strive to find a training data set that mirrors the racial makeup 
of the country.12 Data scientists refer to this type of data as IID — independent and identically 
distributed. Since IID data is not always feasible to obtain, you may have to overrepresent certain 
groups. Otherwise, your models are likely to fall victim to the “tyranny of the majority,” as google 
Photo and FaceApp so notoriously discovered.

 › Assessable. In many situations and in certain geographies (like Europe with the advent of the 
gDPR), CI pros will need to favor explainable machine learning models to assess how they make 
decisions.13 This is because machine learning algorithms have varying degrees of transparency. For 
example, regression and classification models articulate themselves as equations or decision trees, 
clearly showing how they arrive at decisions and what variables they use to do so. On the other 
hand, artificial neural networks, the algorithms responsible for deep learning, are opaque by nature. 
Since CI pros employing neural networks cannot determine how the model makes its decisions, 
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they will need to take extra care to ensure the decisions themselves aren’t discriminatory. 
Fortunately, computer scientists at the University of Massachusetts Amherst have developed a 
software called Themis that tests models for causal bias to spot discrimination.14

 › Inclusive. You must assess the impact of a machine learning model to determine whether it excludes 
customers from your products or services on the basis of race, age, gender, or other discriminatory 
factors. Often models that inherit historical bias exclude certain groups, like in the case of Amazon’s 
same-day delivery service. If Amazon had assessed this model for inclusivity, it would have found 
that in Atlanta 96% of white residents were eligible for the service while only 41% of black residents 
were. While not necessarily illegal, this type of disparate impact is not something that aligned with 
Amazon’s core values. So the company decided to roll out the services to all ZIP codes in the cities 
with same-day delivery service. Amazon changed its model to generate a more just outcome.

 › Reversible. “Do unto others as you would have them do unto you.” The golden Rule is another tool 
for assessing the impact of your machine learning models. If the situation were reversed and you 
were in your customers’ shoes, how would you feel about the way this model is treating you? Does 
it seem unjust, biased, or just plain greedy? If so, you probably need to reevaluate the model or even 
go back to the drawing board. Customer empathy will be a key weapon in the fight against harmful 
bias, and employees exhibiting a capacity for empathy should be recognized and rewarded for it.15

FIGURE 2 Customer Insights Pros Must Ensure That Their Models Are FAIR
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Avoiding Harmful Bias Should Be An Organizational Priority

Protecting against harmful bias shouldn’t just fall to CI pros and their data scientists — the leadership 
of your organization needs to make it a top priority. As more companies turn to machine learning to 
automate decision making, more examples of harmful bias are bound to emerge. Fortunately, there 
are several strategies for avoiding bias that fall outside the realm of models and algorithms. At the 
organizational level, firms need to:

 › Employ a diverse workforce. The best way to ensure that your business practices aren’t 
unintentionally discriminatory is to employ people of diverse ethnicities, backgrounds, and politics. By 
giving voice to multiple points of view, you protect your workplace from becoming an echo chamber. 
The tech industry in general suffers from an underrepresentation of female, black, and Hispanic 
employees. Pew Research recently found that 73% of Americans feel that discrimination against 
women is a major problem in the tech industry. The same survey found that 64% of black Americans 
and 50% of Hispanic Americans believe that discrimination against them is a major problem in the 
industry.16 The folks who are most likely to spot bias are those who are most likely to feel its impact.

 › Listen to the opinions of customers and stakeholders. Today it is essential to listen to your 
customers. Fortunately, it is also easier to do so than it used to be. Advances in text and speech 
analytics make it much easier to keep your thumb on the pulse of your customer experience.17 
Brands can mine customer feedback data from social media, online forums, internal feedback 
channels, or even customer service calls to determine when customers feel they’re being treated 
unfairly. They can also solicit feedback by asking customers and stakeholders what they perceive 
to be the brand’s core values — and whether the brand lives up to them.18 And, of course, CI pros 
will want to rope in stakeholders from compliance, legal, and customer experience to ensure they 
properly deploy the model.

 › continuously monitor results, as the impact may change over time. One of the promises of 
AI is online learning — that models can continuously optimize by learning from new data in real 
time. This means that a model that disregards race in its decisions today may start to use race 
tomorrow if it becomes a better predictor of the model’s objective. This is what happened with 
Tay, Microsoft’s failed experiment at creating a chatbot to interact with users on Twitter. Within 
hours, the Twitterverse baited it into becoming what the Telegraph described as “a Hitler-loving sex 
robot.”19 To Microsoft’s credit, it was monitoring Tay and shut it down within hours. Brands need to 
follow this example, monitoring the impact of their continuously learning models in real time and 
having a plan in place if the models start to become biased, offensive, or discriminatory.
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What It Means

AI Will Push Ethics Into The Spotlight — For Firms And Society

Most of the examples of harmful bias today come from the tech giants because they are the most 
sophisticated when it comes to machine learning and artificial intelligence. However, we are at the 
beginning of an AI revolution, and as more companies adopt machine learning, we will see many more 
missteps. Businesses and society as a whole must engage in a discussion about ethics in AI — about 
when it is appropriate to treat different types of people differently using advanced machine learning. CI 
pros should help lead this discussion at their firms. Firms that take a proactive approach and tackle this 
head on will be better equipped to navigate these murky ethical waters than those that wait to react. In 
the next three to five years, Forrester predicts that:

 › Businesses will take the lead as regulators struggle to catch up. Although regulators 
traditionally have a difficult time adapting their rules to advances in technology, values-driven 
consumers demand ethical practices today. For a time, companies will need to self-regulate by 
developing ethics-based centers of excellence tasked with answering big questions like “What 
are the ethics of our brand?” and “When is it OK to treat different customers differently?” google 
recently did this, creating the DeepMind Ethics & Society unit “to help technologists put ethics 
into practice, and to help society anticipate and direct the impact of AI so that it works for the 
benefit of all.”20 Companies may also look to external professional associations for best practices. 
The Institute of Electrical and Electronics Engineers (IEEE) is currently creating a standard to 
help developers avoid algorithmic bias as part of its global Initiative for Ethical Considerations in 
Artificial Intelligence and Autonomous Systems.21

 › Blame will fall on the shoulders of model integrators, not developers. Since many brands will 
deploy machine learning models trained by a third party rather than building their own, there may be 
some initial confusion as to who to hold responsible when something goes wrong. That ambiguity 
won’t last long. Just as FICO isn’t held accountable when a consumer questions a bank’s decision 
to deny them credit, so Amazon, google, and other providers of trained machine learning models 
will not be held accountable for how other companies use their models. Instead the companies 
themselves, as the integrators of these models, will bear the consequences of unethical practices. To 
further protect themselves from regulatory exposure, AI vendors will likely include indemnity clauses 
in contracts, placing the onus of ensuring compliance firmly on the buyer.

 › Machine learning will serve as a moral mirror . . . and multiplier. The proliferation of machine 
learning will expose human bias, acting as a “moral mirror,” according to professor Shannon 
Vallor, who explores the ethical issues raised by emerging technologies at Santa Clara University. 
She points out that “models are not just pattern identifiers, but pattern amplifiers” in that they 
further codify bias by reinforcing it over and over again at scale. ProPublica recently found that 
the models many US states use to predict recidivism in the criminal justice system are much more 
likely to falsely label black defendants as high risk.22 The result is harsher penalties and higher 
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incarceration rates for black people, which in turn lead to higher rates of recidivism in an inexorable 
vicious cycle. We as a species stand at a crossroads where we can either repeat and reinforce the 
mistakes of the past or correct them and create a more just world for our future.
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